
Hurricane Mitch 

Hurricane Mitch was the most powerful storm of the 1998 Atlantic hurricane season. Hurricane 

Mitch was one of the most powerful storm ever recorded in the Atlantic Ocean. Mitch was the 

second deadliest Atlantic hurricane because it killed 11,000-18,000 in Central America and Mexico, it 

is second only to the Great Hurricane of 1780. Mitch also caused over $6 billion in damage. Because 

the damage and deaths were very high, the name Mitch was retired and will never be used for a 

hurricane in the Atlantic Ocean again. 

Storm path 

On October 10 a tropical wave moved off of Africa. It stayed as a tropical wave because the 

conditions in Atlantic wasn't good enough for it to become a tropical depression or tropical storm. 

The tropical wave became Tropical Depression Thirteen on October 22, because conditions became 

better. On October 23 Tropical Depression Thirteen strengthened and became Tropical Storm Mitch. 

Tropical Storm Mitch made a small loop after becoming a tropical storm and then turned north. 

Tropical Storm Mitch strengthened and became Hurricane Mitch on October 24. Hurricane Mitch 

then turned west. Mitch strengthened very fast and on October 26 Mitch reached its top winds. Its 

top winds were are 180 mph making it a category 5. Mitch stayed as a category 5 turned south. 

Mitch started weakening on October 27 and by October 29 Mitch was only a category 1. On October 

29 Hurricane Mitch made landfall in Honduras, with the winds at 80 mph. Mitch quickly weakened 

into a tropical storm. Tropical Storm Mitch moved very slowly and almost froze over Honduras. 

Tropical Storm Mitch weakened into a tropical depression as it entered Guatemala. 

As Tropical Depression Mitch entered Mexico it became a remnant low and was not a tropical 

depression anymore. The remains entered the Bay of Campeche and became Tropical Storm Mitch 

again on November 3. Mitch moved northeast and made landfall in the Yucatán Peninsula. Mitch 

weakened into a tropical depression over the Yucatán Peninsula. Once Tropical Depression Mitch 

reached the Gulf of Mexico it became Tropical Storm Mitch. Tropical Storm Mitch continued 

northeast and made landfall in Naples, Florida on November 5 as a tropical storm with the winds at 

65 mph. 

After Tropical Storm Mitch crossed Florida it became extratropical and was no longer a tropical 

storm. The remains were last seen on November 9 north of Great Britain. [1] 

Impact 

Honduras 

The worst affects from the hurricane were seen in Honduras, where Mitch caused 7,000 deaths and 

$3.8 billion in damage. In Honduras rainfall could have been up to 75 inches. Crops in Honduras were 

impacted very badly, Mitch destroyed, 58% of the corn output, 24% of sorghum, 14% of rice, and 6% 

of the bean crop. Mitch also destroyed 85% of banana, 60% of sugar cane, 29% of melons, 28% 

of African palms, and 18% of coffee. Just the crop damage from Hurricane Mitch in Honduras was at 

$900 million. 
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